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The interrnecliaLe term frequency stability of a group of new high-performance 
cesiurn beam tubes (Hcwlctt--Packan1 Model 5UG1A Option 004) at the U.S. Naval 
Observatory is analyzed from two viewpoints: (1) by comparison of the high
performance standards to the ).JF,\l\(lJSNO) time 3cale nnd (~) by intercompari
sons among the standards themsch·cs. For sampling; times up to 5 days, the 
frequency r,;tability of Lhe high-performance units shows significant improvement 
over older commercial cesiurn beam standards. 

INTRODUCTION 

In the last year, the Hewlett-Packard Company has begun production of a new 

high performance beam tube for its commercial Cl)Siurn beam frequency standard, 
Lhc HP ;'iOGlA. Denotccl as :::iOGJA Option 004, this new beam tube may be included 
in newly purchased TTP GOfiJA's ur may be fitted as a replacement for a standard 
beam tube in older ITP GOG1A 1co or HP SOGOA's. Some of the modifications jn
corporated in the new beam tube include,: increased microwave cavity length, 
reduction in cavity phase--shiit, and improvement in the C-hcld hornogeneity, 
all of which relate to the accun1cy of t].e frequency produced by the beam tube; 
increased cesium beam flux, whjJ:h should improve the frequency stability; and 
better rnagnctjc shicldi.ng, which should reduce frequency changes clue to ex
ternal magnetic field changes. Other modifications Lo the new beam tube, in

cluding the new dual beam design, wPre maclc to irnprove Lhc pcrformanec of Lhe 
cesium beam standard when used ns a portable c:lock and when used in held .. 
applications . .,_ 

The U. S. Naval Observatoey, currently has clc•vc·n ,:-esium stm1darcls with 

the new high perforrnanee beam tube. Onv of thc2.r· :c;Umdnrds has been ir1 oper
ation for over a year; five other'.-l \1avP operated Cur Iivl' months ,ir more. From 
forty days to three months worth of data for three more units is also av,dlahlc. 

Tbe purpose of this report is to discuss lhc precision and frequency stability of 
the new high performance be:u1i tube for averag·ing· tirnc,'l from one hour to ~·ivc 
days, with sonic tentative resu Its for averag;inµ; times w; to twenty days. 



For PTT! applications the additional cost of the new beam tube would be justified 
if a requirement exists for increased frequency stability in sampling times 
greater than one hour, In this regard, there is a prclirninary word of warning 
about the frequency stability values reported here. All of the frequency standards 
at the U.S. Naval Observatory have good operating environments. In the clock 
vaults, temperature varies typically by no more than one or two degrees Centi
grade for periods of months. Reasonable care is taken to insure that the fre
quency standards are undisturbed by other electronic instruments, power out
ages, and operators. For poorer environments the frequency stability of the 
high performance beam tube will decrease significantly. The results reported 
here are valid only for cesium beam standards operating in good environments. 

All of the data presented here were collected by the Time Service automatic data 
acquisition system. 2 Once per hour, an HP 5360 Computing Counter measures 
the five MHz phase cJjffercnce at the positive going zero crossover between all 
of the frequency standards and three reference standards, which currently arc 
two of the high performance cesium standards and the U.S. Naval Observatory 
hydrogen maser. Typically, the counter requires less than one minute to meas
ure the phase difference between all of the frequency standards and one of the 
reference standards, Since both the high performance cesium standards and the 
hydrogen maser have excellent stability for averaging times less than one min-
ute, and since for this paper the interest is in averaging times much greater -
than one minute, one may regard all the phase difference data as having been 
collected simultaneously. The noise contributed to the phase difference values 
by the measurement system itself is estimated by comparing a five MHz signal 
from a reference standard against itself through a cable loop. For all averaging 
times considered here, the measurement noise is at least one order of magni-
tude smaller than the best results obtained for frequency stability. To a very 
g;:Jo(1 approximation the measurement noise may be regarded as zero in all the 
eornputations. 

Olh.' final question prior to the analysis of the data is that of independence of the 
frequency standards, Care is taken to insure that all of the frequency standards 
at the Observatory operate independently of each other. The frequency standards 
are separated electrically and spatially as much as is practically possible. 
There are currently seven different locations at the Observatory where con
ventional cesium standards and the new high performance standards are placed. 
There is no reason to believe that there is any correlation of frequency varia
tions between any of the frequency standards at the Observatory. In addition, 
all of the cesium beam frequency standards have been aligned and adjusted ac
cording to manufacturer's specified procedure to produce the best possible value 
for the frequency of cesium from each unit. 
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DATA ANALYSIS 

For a detailed look at the precision and frequency stability of the new high per
formance standards, the forty day period from 16 August, 1973 to 25 September, 
1:173 (MJD 41910 to MJD 41950) will also be considered, when nine high perform
ance standards were in operation continuously at the Observatory. In this same 
time period, 21 conventional HP 5061A's operated continuously. We may cstj
mate the precision in frequency of both of these groups of cesium standards by 
calculating for each group the average frequency with respect to MEAN(USNO) 
over the entire 40 day period and the standard deviation in frequency of each 
group. The results of these calculations arc given in Figure 1. While the aver
age frequency of each group is quite close (differing by little more than J part 
in 10 11 ), the standard deviation for the high performance units is somewhat 
lower than that for the conventional standards. Thus, the high performance 
standards were a more precise group of frequency standards than the group of 
conventional cesium standards. Both of these groups of cesium standards in
dicate that MEAN(USNO), the internal time scale generated by the U.S. Naval 
Observatory, is high in frequency by 5 or 6 parts in 10 IJ • 

X = AVERAGE FREQUENCY OF ENSEMBLE WITH 
RESPECT TO MEAN (USNO) 

S = STANDARD DEVIATION OF ENSEMBLE 

N = NUMBER OF FREQUENCY STANDARDS IN 
ENSEMBLE 

HIGH PERFORMANCE CESIUM 
STANDARDS 

N = 9 

X = -4.7 X 10-13 

S = 13.5 X 10-13 

CONVENTIONAL H.P. 5061A 
CESIUM ST ANDA RDS 

N = 21 

X = -5.9 x 10- 1 3 

S = 23.4 X ,o-l 3 

Figure J. Precision of High 
Performance Cesium Beam Tube 

For estimates of frequency stability, the square root of the Allan var lance 
is used extensively. 3 For the case where two consecutive frequency measure~ 
ments arc made wHh no dead time between measurements, the Allan variance 
may be eHtimated by the following: 



In this formula, Y £ is the average frequency of standard i versus standard .i in 
the £th interval of duration T. All n + 1 intervals arc consecutive and non
overlapping. This estimate of frequency stability is based upon the 
frequency variation from one time interval of lenµ;th T to the next interval. The 
average frequency for standard i versus standard j in any time interval is esti-
mated by differcndng the phase to phase measurements between the two standards 
taken at the beginning and the end of the time interval and dividing by a scaling 
factor. 

The following equation is also important: 

0·• 2 (T) = 0 2 (T) + <J.
2 (T) 

IJ · • I · · J (2) 

This equation states that, if standard i and standard j arc statistically independ
ent, then the variance of standard i compared to standard j equals simply the 
variance of standard i alone plus the varfance of standard i alone. 

For the forty day period under consideration, frequency stabilities for tlw high 
performance frequency standards may be derived in three different, though not 
entirely independent, ways: by comparison oI the high performance units, first, 
against MEAN(USNO), the internal time scale of the U.S. Naval Observatory; 
second, against XMOG(USNO), a specially constructed experimental time scale; 
and third, against each other. -

In the first method, MEAN(USNO) is used to estimate the frequency stability of 
each of the nine high performance slandards. In Equations 1 and 2, standard i 
would be a high performance unit, while standard j would be the MEAN (USNO) 
time scalr!. For this discussion, a brief review of the salient features of the 
MEAN(USNO) time scale if; helpful. Basically, out of all the cesium standards 
available: at the Observatory, the best 14 to io of these are selected to generate 
MEAN(USNO). Each shmdard included in lVIEAN(USNO) is given a weight of 
one, so that the time scale will not depend on the behaviour of two or three 
seemingly well-behaved standards. 1 In the forty day period under consideration, 
MEAN(USNO) was generated by eighteen cesium sttmdardc:,, of which fourteen 
were conventional standards and four of which were hig;h pcrforn1ance standards. 
In using MEAN (USNO) to evaluate the high performance standard:=;, there is 
some difficulty, sjnce four of the nine high performance units were contributors 
to MEAN (USNO), Theoretically. frequency stabHity measures for these four 
unHs would be too optimistic. In practice, however, since each standard con-
stituted a littlc Jess than 6% of MEAN (USNO), to a reasonable first approxima-
tion, any one of the contributing standarch1 may be considered ai-> being independent 
of MEAN (USNO). A more 8erious problern is the followj ng: ln Equation 2, a sta -
bility estimate i3 derived for the left hand side of th'-' equation, the variance of 
standard i versur-:, MEAN1,USNO),. To estlrnr ... tc the variance of standard i alone, 
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an estimate of Lhe variance of MEAS (US:\iO) is requirccL For averag:ing times 
less thar1 2 days, good estimates of this variance may be derived, but for longer 
averag:ing iimc1:,, good estimates a.re generally not avaHablc. However, if ii is 
assumed that the variance of l\/lEAN(USNO) is equated to the variance of Ri:.,mcbrd 

i alone, then an upper bound (or tbe ,_-ariance of sta:nd;,rd t aJonc is pi:oduced, 

The sccund mcthmi used ~:::, evali:,ate Ln~· frcqw:mcy :,,U1biLt_,- of' the ni_g:b perforrn_·
ancc 1.rniLs j_nvul \/(;s c~J\ e""x_pcJ_• i .L':b11Lctl 1 1 tr1 c~ f_-;c:il_i::: c·J•.~_n_uv~1 c" ::, __ ,~_; -xTv.iJl i5 (l~Sf~ CJ:1. 1 )re 

Ji1T1i11al--:_/ anal)r3i3 ol" ;,11c freqt~c11c:;·· ~V-.dJi1.i.L~\~ cj: t.-ri:_ .. 1.1f4i"' _p•·_,_:_--f;~;1.--.111DJ1c;c' hua1~-1 tuJh~: 

eo11vc111lo11al ccs.iun-1 ,\_-~i_.a_ndc.:.-;~db i<.10_•. ;_:(_7i/\:~r~--~-f/;j_11g t1rr10~1 ;:~1 , __ ;J the rJJ>.lcr of orp~- or ·r-vi(.'< 

days, As an cxpcrirn,mt, Lo-::· thP L:;rty da:_v period ,_meter ,::mf>ideratiun,. the 

XJ'v10(i(USJ\i0) tin1c scale ,vw:s cicrivcc; ::,} ;2;1-,-u1/ tlw fut,'-' hj_gJ 1 performance staw] .. 
ards in the :VH,A!\(US::-;:o·, tLrc,:, ,s,:alc uf W(-:>1gln ')! -1-hE (';:c..cb and the fn-Gr·U:en eon--

derived for tt,:::, frequcEcy sLal)_iliry :/ the J_'CE}::tin-ing Lvc ,-,igi, r:i~1·f,:irn::_ar1:_;(-: urliL 

(.=tgaJns·~ Ll.1:..:~ uxperi111t\n1n.·i -~-i~JJ_c, ;3:_;~:c"Jr~.; S.ir:ce l."r-:.1::~ l~)u~-· \i~:.gh rA::·1"".for~·na.ncc unitt-; ir.L 
){l\tO~)l1)Sl";()) eac.b cor1sLiLtti./~· abuL:: J ;~~ ~, of t.h!~r"J ::::•.:·,qY:.-I 1-.·(:c1.tc:~-t;_ -~-rn·je F~~~~J.ic~-; ~:r£.::ciUuf.1 c:~--

~.3 tabi} i.ty t.:.-: st-l.n1 a t•2s f OT" ti\-.. _.::·->._ ·u.fi.J°L~\ \\"(_; ,_jJ_ b,~- :·~:1:}·-~-: -~-'\1· l1 ;_:~·:· 1,>-<) \~:,f:tj .'::::. 'i ;:~ J_ i :..: ,. 

The tnird. and final rne:tlloci f,;Jr· i:_'i't.:_nJating ~·_:_-cqui::mu:v c..1.:1J)i]1ty i_nvoivc-,h inL·rcoff•

parisons of the h:igh per'lot·n1f:-11c,_,, L!T1it::; tiwm_sc!vcc, 'The i'ol1uvvin,;· c,quat-io:c_ ;.n 
utilized: 

(r; 

Bv tni.:crcomparing three, +_::'t''-JllCa;.-:y :=:tcrnd;,r(_f~:. 1.J:(' """' ,:-1:; t;,::;r, ,:if '-'DCL sL_,nd:11:c'! 1;:C>lll':-

1:1~:\Y ~)c cstirn[tted .. l)y ·ir:-ce.1·co111~;;~-:.: .. ·iri.;: t.-r~:;- 1 .r1..i.t.LC' :._;gi·\ ·:~:c1~fr_)r .... L.anc~:.~ bL:~nctaT~d~:.~ u~··:.:_:, 

ol)Lttif1~:..: 2~·J, rhffu.cen.t~ 1J1c.rug·1_-. nol. _u·1:~\.c·'TH.\ndc:r~~~ C:";-;_-:_:tt:·1t 1::?-~-:~ -_~_,_· t.J_iC ,_ ~1-:··~a.r1c~=-:: c:L cacJ

stn.11da1--ct f.tlonem rrhet_;(:, ~.r.:as· be ~:_\_",_'_t'agcc: re _pr'OJUC!":: r: :~<~Llfl.C (;stfr:1n.te Lox· e~'.1..Ct 

clock, Tl1ib 111cthod, J--::n0\i\7
~-::. a,::. t;H··, t!-:i~~:.::z.; C>Jrnvr 1:?L ril'-~<.:itJd:. h~i ;:,:, t)~Jc ~JCT· i'cn.l~") 

nro1J1e111 vvhcn cornr•arin;{ ~;1.-~·1nd?1.l"'("f::: v,·--.i_!_,b ap}_11~o~°'=j'i-~i:.-1.Lcly r.hc u~11.1Je ~·ccquency sLa--, 

bJ]itie~.:_:I' Ji tl1c.: e~jtJrn:-.~.tt~b ~-1.i ·(1c: vn.1:L.:.nci~:s :_Jn :.·,n·> l.~L!·-~":t-i~ f:ar\ci sid~ oJ. f.>·iuntion ;_) 

}1;_t\/(1 l!-1.rg:e 11.ne 1~_rta1nt:ic:,,:~ (_\\rl"~i.c.}~_ \\.")_:~;: }.JC tI'l\!:: v;l_:.'~'i"' 1-, ; r: r. :'._1.J\~ tinL. 3 "r[n'. ~:rrr1::.-;.lJ.J~. thcr1 



Figure 2 shows the results of the three types of frequency stability analysis for 
the high performance standard denoted as Cs 660/1S. Here the square root of 
the Allan variance is plotted as a function of the sampling time. Cs 660/1S was 
not a member of MEAN (USNO) or consequently of XM05 (USNO) during the 
forty day period under consideration. The high performance beam tube in Cs 
660/1S is the original beam tube for the unit. Cs 660/1S was in operation for 
approximately two months before tho forty day period analyzed hero. All three 
cuves follow approximately the r-½ behaviour typical for cesium beam standards. 
As is to be expected, the three corner hat estimates for the frequency stabiUty 
are smaller than tho upper bound estimates produced by comparing Cs 660/ 
1S to MEAN(USNO) and XM05(USNO). For shorter sampling times, the three 
corner hat estimates are considerably below the other two estimates. Both 
time scales are limited in these sampling regions by whHe noise. For 
longer sampling times, the three estimates begin to converge as the stabilities 
of both MEAN(USNO) and XM05(USNO) are improving faster than the stability 
of Cs 660/1S alone. For r equal to five clays, all three estimates differ by less 
than 2 x 10- 14

• The most believable estimates over the entire range of sampling 
ti.mes are the unbiased three corner hat estimates. 

The stability curves for Cs 660/lS given in Figure 2 are typical of the results 
obtained for eight of the nine high performance units. The results for tho ninth 
unit, Cs 783/1S, are shown in Figure ~1. At intervals varying from one to throe -
days during the forty day period under consideration, Cs 783/1S was physically 
inverted 180° and left in its new position until the next inversion. While this 
procedure is not a definitive test of how the high performance beam tube will 
perform under non-laboratory conditions, it does indicate that disturbances to 
a high performance unit decrease its frequency stability significantly. Tho 
standard deviation for Cs 78:3/1S for averaging times of five days was a factor 
of four poorer than that for the undisturbed Cs GG0/1S. 

To supplement this statistical analysis, we would like to know how much con
fidence to attach to the estimates of the square root of the Allan variance. For 
the MEAN(USNO) method and the XM05(USNO) method, the variance of the 
Allan variance may be estimated using the methods discussed by Lesage and 
Audoin. G For the throe corner hat method, however, it is not clear how to pro
duce a confidence interval for the estimate of the variance of a single standard 
alone. To check the three corner hat method roughly, consider the following 
procedure. Estimates have been produced both of the variance of each high 
performance unit versus MEAN (USNO) and of the variance of each high 
performance unit alone using the three corner method. Combining these 
results for each high performance standard (except for Cs 783/ls, the unit 
which was being inverted) produces eight different estimates for the variance 
of MEAN(USNO) alone. The results for these computations for r equal to two 
days are shown in Figure 4. Since the standard deviation of the standard 
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l!l CS 783/1S VS. HEAN(USNOl 
(!) CS 783/1S VS~ XMOS(USNOl 
& CS 783/1S, 3 CORNEA HAT METHOD 
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CLOCK 

653/1S 
660/1S 
431/1S 
761/1S 
571/1S 
656/1S 
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S = 0.04 

I ____ _J 

Figure 4. For T = 2 Days 

devh1tion of MEAN (USNO) is quite small (;1 x 10- 1 5 ), one may conclmle that the 

estimates produced by Lhc three corner hat rncrhod are reasonably good. For 
Rarnpling times less than two days, tbe rcsu1tR arc similar. For T equal to 
five days, there arc some problems witb negatj,,e variance ag·::iin, but if these 
values arc disrci:;arded, the results look fairly good. 

For the purpose of co1nparison, one nrny estimate the variance of several con
ventional cesiun1 1,,tandards over the same forty day pcr:iocl by u1,,ing the three 
corner hat method. Here a conventional cesimr1 standard is compared against 
a11 possible combinations of two of the cigh t uncli sturbcd high performance units. 
Sinee two standards ·witl1 srnal] var.i:mces arc m,;ed to estimate the vari.ance 
of a third standard \Vith n larger variance, we should get good cstirnatcs for the 
frequency stability- ot a conventional cesium standard. Figure 5 shows frequcney 
stability plots for three conventional cesiun1 standards (Cs 27G, Cs 117/1, and 
Cs 5:33/1) and one hig;b perforrnancc unit (Cs h;11i1S) for con,parison. Cs 27G iR 
a HP G0G0A which has been in operation Rincc ()ctober 19G 7. Cs 147/J is an 
early HP 50GlA wh;ch has operated since December J 9Cid. Cs ::;:3;3/1 iR a rnore 
recent HP 5061A ·which has been in op,~' r'ation s i.nce May 1972. A 11 four stability 
curves in Figure 5 show Lhc T_,,, bcha1· iour clwrncteristic of ccs ium standards. 

Cs 651/J S, the high perform ancc 1.rnit, \\'as aL least three times n-.ore stable than 
any of the conventional cesiurn :StDGdards. 

Enough data have been collected to produce preliminary estimates of the fre
quency stability of the high performance bcan1 Lube for averaging; times up to 
twenty clays. For these longer averaging times, tlw three corner hat method 
is not appUcable due to insufficient cve1~lap of available: data. Slability estimates 
for these averaging; times are derived by comparing· the hig·h performance units 
against MEAN(USNO). 
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(!J CS 216, 3 CORNER HAT METHOD 
(!) CS 1~7/1, 3 CORNER HAT METHOD 
~ CS 533/1, 3 CORNER HAT METHOD 
+ CS 651/1S. 3 CORNER HAT METHOD 
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Before producing the standard sigma versus tau plots, it is useful to examine 
a few frequency versus time plots. These plots contain some information which 
is lost when conversion is made to the sigma versus tau representation. For 
the purpose of comparison, Figure 6 shows the five day average frequencies 
(computed in one clay increments) over a :360 day period for a three year old 
conventional HP G061A, Cs 497 /1, against MEAN (USNO). This cesium standard 
is one of the better conventional HP 5061A's at the U.S. Naval Observatory. It 
,Nas a contributor to MEAN(USNO) over the entire period shown in Figure 6. 
The peak-to-peak variation in frequency of Cs 497/1 versus MEAN(USNO) over 
this 360 day period was about G x 10-13• 
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Figure 7 shows the frequency variations of Cs 571/lS versus MEAN(USNO) over 
the same 360 day period. Cs 571/1S is the one high performance unit which has 
been in operation for over a year. For the first 120 days shown in the plot, Cs 
571/1S was not a contributor to MEAN(USNO), but after that period it was 
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included in the time scale. The peak-to-peak variation in frequency with respect 
to MEAN(USNO) over the entire 360 day period was about :3 x 10-1 3• There was 
no significant drift in the frequency of Cs 571/lS over this period. This per
formance was typical for the high performance units with two exceptions. One high 
performance standard exhibited a drift in frequency with respect to MEAN (USNO) 
of :1 x 1 o -13 for the 180 day period it was in operation. The frequency 
variations of the second exception, Cs 431/1S, are shown in Figure 8. Cs 431/ 
1S is an HP 50G1A wHh a Mgh performance beam tube as a replacement for its 
original conventional beam tube. The high performance beam tube in Cs 431/lS 
was one of the first made by Hewlett-Packard. Generally this standard per
formed well, but it exhibited some large frequency excursions. In particular, 
the.re was one frequency excursion of 7 x 10- 1 3 and another excursion of 4 x 
10-1 3 in the opposite direction. After both of these excursions, the frequency of 
the standard returned approximately to ,its previous frequency. This anomalous 
behaviour has not been observed in any other high performance unit. There arf' 
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no obvious explanabons for Lb<·sc '.requcncy cxcurs1n11c,, Fo1· the forty da_v pc•·1oe 
discussed eadlcr in this papcL ~:1~'-i standard perfonr- 1·c1 :is well as any of rhc 
other high pcdormancc units. 

Figure D shows the sigma VC!':'l,f ,lll plot for Cs G~'1 JS -eJ'c:illS MEAN(US:\U) tor 
the same :mo day foterval show.1 in Figure 7. The error ban, are based on the 
uncertainty in the characterization of frequency stability for C 1 noise, as derived 
by Lesage and Audain. G For :tve1.·aging times Jonger than five days, it is question
able whether the high performancr• t)ean.1 tube is n1.orc stable than sorn c of Lhe 

better convenUonal be:nn lubes. For the otlwe hi~h performance units (t-'XCept for 
Cs -J:n/18), the stability c·stimates for samphnc:.· ::imes greater th:rn five days 
were about the sarn e . 

.Fig111·e 10 summarizes the frequency stability 1't0 sults presented in this paper. 
For :weraging times less than five days, the typical standard deviation listed in 
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12 HR 

1 DAY 
5 DAY 

10 DAY 
20 DAY 

TYPICAL a (7) 

1.5 X ,0- 1 3 

0.4 
0.3 
0.3 
0.4 
0.4 

UNCERTAINTY 

0.2 X ,0-13 

0.1 
0.1 
0.1 
0.2 
0.3 

Figure 10. Summary of High Performance 
Beam Tube Behaviour 

Figure 10 is based upon the three corner hat method. For five day averaging 

times frequency stability, estimates from the three corner hat method and the 

MEAN (USNO) method were combined to produce the typical standard deviation. 

For averaging times greater than five days, the MEAN (USNO) method alone 
was used to derive the typical standard deviation. The values for tho uncertainty 

include both the variations in frequency stability found among the high perform

ance units and the uncertainty in the estimates themselves. 
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DR. VESSOT: 

A re there any quostions ;; 

QUES'l'10_;_\:: 

'\\l;_·_~ h:-.1Vi~ _ro1.1.nr-i that lb-~~ <·':v1(~< -~~,t,::<:i~.1~- -,-:\-f~,·1c"i-1 c,·1 1 t"-:·~-~ 1~:_\ ~:,c·-Jn}; }J:·::llg~-:d f.1-;,··01-1r-1J b>·' ti)~":' 

Jr.1.tn.J.tf.'i.'~•:; 1_--j(i_ing ()}~ Tbc fx;_c·;: ~~--.-,·- rij :·J;·:.1r- 1~~U.'.~•_I.; -:~-- -~J\(. _t'r:'LLl' :··,T· }/CtL1.ng. I0Sf;1cr: 

aro1JT!.d ·\n :-i-Irc.1.rnft an<{;~-'.~) f,)~:-tr: :\_;")::-~ i_~:(; •.)} 1 :;, ~1,.~:e:~l•:_·_.,_·;_ ~-'•~i ... ~~c.·-_1 t::in::<" er;~' "i:J.tt"~ ('---fje:J{:i 

q11ite ~-cc~qvcnt:(~/;, r-P1.-:·"i \\"(' ,'"i~rv·c- c,_-:,·i-;,·:· :~::'l':~·,,~i,r3 .::·;_ ·!1-:ct}·~;.::{[ ·.1_1~~:i,·;, 1~::ee·n1c\·"l u_~ get;-."! litt~c, 

"bctteL'' i]CCUT"[~c:y tllnn tl"1C r~~-c~_.{)1"> )-:~\_)(_·edur,:-:~ T \\1::)111(~ jft:-· ";.~c: diHC"~llSf:\ it \\':t1-~ ,r:)l.L 

aftc rwa l'Ci :J. 

·,iou p~-\JJJ~-.d.1l~y sttbjcctcc~ the TU!.!1? r,·, :--:-1 1: .. :1.<~ i?J_1~,-,J 1~n~·:n1cn:., .. i.~ :l.:.,:~n~~: tn~_i;--;_ _1\.t~:t :~ .. t~.,; 1 clt:·1~~ 

'-'>"ill1 th if, thing,, 



DR, REDER: 

Your peak to peak variations show a very pronounced oscillating behaviors. Do 
you have any explanation for this? 

DR, VESSOT: 

Fritz, it is a mood cycle. It is every 30 days, I noticed this, and then some of 
the others had a 90 day mood cycle. 

MR. PERCIVAL: 

If you look at a lot of time series data just eye balling it, I have an idea that 
your mind picks out periods that don't actually exist. What you are looking at 
and what you think are periods, are not really found if you made a time series 
analysis of these things and tried to dig out the frequencies. 

DR. VESSOT: 

Dr. Reder and I have used our own eyeball spectrum analyzers and seen this, 
and I thought I was the only one. 

MR. PERCIVAL: 

Yes, it would be something to follow up, and I agree, they do look rather 
suspicious. 

DR. BARNES: 

,Jim Barnes of the Bureau of Standards. 

I would commend you on a very fine paper. I enjoyed it. 

I would make one comment only, in that people commonly use non-overlapping 
estimates for estimating the Allen variance, and if you do that, the paper 
gives you a very good means of estimating confidence intervals. 

If you are willing to give up that method of estimating confidence intervals, you 
can use overlapping estimates and get improved confidence. You don't always 
know what it is, but you know it is at least as good as the last you have run. 
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MR. PERCIVAL: 

Yes, but I was using the m equal 2 case here, in which case there is no real 

difference. You would only get tlrnt if you arc using m equal 4 to shift along 

and get the thing. 

DR. BARNES: 

If your sample is displaced, i.f your one sample time, tau, is displaced a small 

increment or small fn1ction of tau for your next estimate --

MR. PERCIVAL: 

Oh, I see. In other words, shift in say 15 minutes, or something like that. 

DR. BARNES: 

Use all of the data available for each Allen variance sample. You cnn improve 

the confidence intervals by an unknovm arn.ount, 

MH. PERCIVAL: 

Right. 

DR. VESSOT: 

I find that the most hair raising part of this is the possibility of getting an 

imaginary value of sigma, which doesn't give you much confidence in stntistics. 

MR. WALCEK (Hewlett-Packarcl): 

It seemed to me that you said that 1131 was a standnrd ::i0fl1 with a retrofitted 
high performance tube? 

MR. PERCIVAL: 

Yes. 

DR. WINKLER: 

That cesium 4~1, to my knowledge, was a standard cesium with standard 

electronics. However, it was outfitted from th() beginning with a high perform
ance beam tube, one of the first beam tubes which were produced in the spring 
of 1971. 
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MR. WALCEK: 

Well, I think it will turn out that that tube was an early version of the higher 
performance tube. 

DR. WlNELF.R: 

T think that is correct. 

MR. WALCEK: 

Tt probably is not representntivc of the so-called standard tube. 

DH. \VINI<LER: 

I don't think Mr. Percival has claimed that. In fact, he bas pointed out that it 
was an early bird. We have moved it around from one site to the other, 
initially when we got it, and we have noticed a considerable temperature 
sensitivity. 

The first environment, into which it was put, was not a temperature controlled 
room, it was in fact subject to considerable fluctuations, I would say, five 
degrees centigrade typically, and the cesium behaved very poorly. In fact, 
you could see on the phase plot, 100 nanosecond full scale phase plot, you 
could see the instant of a temperature change. 

And then it was moved into one of our best environments, and I think almost all 
of the data referred to these environments after that moment. 

MR. PERCIVAL: 

Yes, right. 

DR. VESSOT: 

A re there any other questions ? 

MR. LIEBERMAN (NAVE LEX): 

On the 783, which you said was inverted 180 degrees, do you thin};_ that was due 
to the tube, or the crystal? Do you find the same thing on the standard tube? 
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"\IR. PETICffA L: 

'iVE'll, l arn sorry, because I clon't thin], l cnn ~rnsweJ"' vour question. J don't 
knm\· eonough about the elcct1·onics in,:okec1 to :rns,n·r it competently. 

"'We havPn't really performed these types of test" on :r11Y of our other sbmdarcls. 
\Ye ,,·erc asked to do this for Pn:ifessor Alle)· at the Tniversity of l\Iarylaml in 

orclcr to give hin1 an iclca of \\h,1t this thing \\crnld do in outer space, ancl so we 

just kincl of did it :is :1 side esperimcnt, :rnc1 \\C ha1e ne\'C'r tried this as an 

exact c:c-;:periment 1.dth a coiff(•nhonal .1nc;1. 

I think it \\oulcl he \\OJ't]l1yhile Lo t1·_1., hut the t1Y1ublc is that \\C try to maintain 
erwiromncnts so \YC' crin use thcn1 

for our tin1e scale. Tb•1t is ,mr husinesso ),nd \\e rerilly aren't in the business 

of testing the duntl:1ilit1.' of :-'tanc1:11·cls um1el' strange corniltions. ;\nc\ to n1ake, 
of course, a tliu1·ougJ1 m1:1h':,is, _1-ou 1.nrnlcl w:rnt to shake the unit and vibrate it 

and twist it. 

Ql'ESTIOX: 

Clh, 1.n° can du tlut. 

T wuulc1 li],c· to ask :•1 c,uestinn, 

rn:1 gncLj 

:\fl{. Pl:Il.CIYAT.: 

DH.. \TSSOT: 

Tn that case, it is possible tl:t:' :',: '-'· :t':' s•,nlf_· ch:,nl-',e int e c:Lc;t-,,·est :ixiP, and 

you n, ta tcd it t lrn t i\-~l\', 

DR. \V1NKLER: 

No, no. The beam tube was not readjusted according to procedure, and it is ~11y 

belief that what we sec is an affect of mechanical strci->S in the cavity. If ycrn 
turn the beam tube upside down, the mechanical situation will be different. 
From some of the data that l have seen, the frequency shift was quite repeatable. 



Remember, on one side we had a frequency shift of two parts in 10 to the 14th 
different from the reference standard, and the other side there was something 
like between 8 and 10 parts in 10 to the 14th. 

So, the very fact that it produced a rather repeatable frequency variation, a 
little less than about 10 to the 13th, makes me believe that what we see is an 
effect of the mechanjcal change, not of a magnetic change, which would be very 
difficult to explain (in view of the observed remanences and hysteresis) why it 
comes back to the same frequency within parts in 10 to the 14th. 

DR. VESSOT: 

These are reproducible affects. 

DR. WINI<LER: 

Well, I don't doubt that the magnetic field isn't a major influence in all atomic 
frequency standards, No question about that. nut in that particular instance 
of turning a standard upside down regularly I believe it is, foremost, a 
mechanical problem. 

DR. VESSOT: 

The earth magnetic field alone is more like a half a Gauss in this region. 

But if you were to invert the field, I would think you might see something; from 
magnetic reasons alone. However, this is moot, a moot point. 

MR. ACRIVOS: 

By the way, NA VSAT did produce a report on this test. It was done in a mag
netic environment test several years ago, and there were two atomic types of 
cesiums tested, one was an H, P. and the other was an Atomichron. It was 
done for a magnetic test. It was inverted, and it did show differences, and 
these were recorded in the report. 

I believe it was Navy Facilities at Patuxent that did the test. 

DR. REDER: 

One question on the same point. J have a question to somebody who knows 
something about crystals. 
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Isn't it so that when you hirn a crystal oscillator upside down that you get a 
rather large change? The answer possibly is that if the crystal wasn 1t exactly 
adjusted, the servo gain wasn't enough to bring it back. 

VOICE: 

That was my question, that if you do get enough change in the crystal --

DR. VESSOT: 

I think the point i.s that it is remarkable that it stayed as stable as it did after 
being changed as much as it did. 

Another question. 

QUESTION: 

I would like to pursue the question that the gentleman raised a while ago. 

Have you ever applied barometric test data in your analysis to question any 
dependency on this parameter? 

MR. PERCIVAL: 

Maybe 1 should talk to you afterwards to get a better idea of what exactly you 
mean. 

DR. VESSOT: 

I think the question raised was that is it possible that barometric pressure 
fluctuations might affect the rate of the cesium clocks differently, and thus 
show this seemingly very large excursion. 

I can tell you that we have seen such affects with hydrogen nmsers, and learned 
how to fix them. However, I can't visualize a mechanism for the cesium beam 
tube that would do it, other than some flexure of the cavity. 

DR. ALLEY: 

I would like to explain just why we have asked for this to be done, to turning the 
clock upside down. 

The point is, it is exceedingly difficult to simulate the conditions of free fall on 
the Earth for any length of time, and one way of approximating what might 
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happen to a clock i.n free fall is to see what happens when you change the accel
eration by 2 C, rather than by 1 G. If it is reproducible, one has some confi

dence that when it goes to free fall, you would know that it would fall in between 
these two extremes. So, this is the background. 

DR. VESSOT: 

Thank you, Dr. Alley. 

Mr. Kern. 

MR. KERN (Frequency & Time): 

During the period of your measurements, were there any automatic degaussing 
provisions in this equipment'? 

MR. PERCIVAL: 

No. The units were aligned initially and placed in one of our vaults, and just 

left to run with no further degaussing at all. It was initially degaussed, but not 
during the test. 

DR. BARNES: 

One very quick question. 

You turned the instrument so it went through a full cycle in two days, is that 
correct? 

MR. PERCIVAL: 

Approximately, yes. 

DR. BARNES: 

Did you have a data point at two days? 

Onthesigmatauplot, was it 1, 2, 5, 10? 

MR. PERCIVAL: 

Yes, it was two clays, right. 
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DH. Bi\HNES: 

If it were exactly reproducible, and you were modulating at ;1 period of two 
days, then it would have to have an inordinately low value at two days. The 
fact that it didn't implies that there is hysteresis. 

ivTR. PERCIVAL: 

I am sure it wasn't done exactly every two clays, becam,e \VC didn't have some
body comp in on the weekends and do H. \Ve nt least had a weekend variation, 

DR. VESSOT: 

Dr. Rueger, 

DR. RUEGER (APL): 

We were wondering about the use of inverting like this, too. Rather than being 
the physical forces, the thermal gradients, \Ve thought, would he upset, and we 
thought that might be a larger affect than the stress on the mechanical parts. 

DR. VESSOT: 

I think you may have hit on 8 nerve. 

MR. HYATT: 

I think the comment from APL is corn~ct. lt is most likely a thermal effect. 
At least, to our knowledge, tlrnt is the largest coefficient we have, and the 
magnetic orientation for a two gauss change probably could only explain a part 
in 10 to the 14th. The oscillator, being sensitive to orientation is also in the 
order of two or three parts jn 10 to the 11th. 

However, there is a sensitivity of approximately a part in 10 to the 13th per 
degree C on the overall instrum.ent, and certainly turning it over will make a 
significant difference in the cooling, 

DR. VESSOT: 

As l see there are no other questions, we will have our coffee. 
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